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Product data sheet

Issue date:

H-Cube Climb

Service trolley with axial wheels, equipped with movable tray, multipurpose pockets, hook and 
strap tape band to attach tools and movable dividers

Suggested for servicing 2 rooms - With 200 mm rubber axial wheels

Technical information

code notes cm C pcs kg m³
0HK03890   67   47   108 1 10,34 0,233

SYSTEM Service trolley
Ideal to carry out cleaning and restocking of guest amenities

Advantages

• Efficient: characterized by discretion, efficiency and compactness allowing you to carry out cleaning operations quickly and without attracting 
attention

• Organised: enhanced with movable dividers to customise the space, creating an effective ordered system that is easy to transport
• Removable: the interior compartments can be removed easily and quickly, facilitating cleaning and hygiene
• Large: equipped with multiple compartments and containers of different sizes that allow you to have all you need at your fingertips
• Handy: axial wheels allow adapting to uneven floors and stairs

Compatibility

To be used with Eroy multipurpose system

Material

Structure: plywood, 60% PVC and 40% polyester coating - Internal dividers: polypropylene copolymer, polyester - Tray dividers: 
ABS - Hook: polypropylene - Handle: ABS, aluminium - Wheels: polypropylene copolymer core, thermoplastic rubber tread with 
elastomer
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Features

With transportable tray with movable dividers
Provided with pocket with hook to attach handle
Provided with pocket with strap tape band to attach tools
Provided with multipurpose large pocket with movable divider

Related products

6 L Eroy bucket Lid for Eroy bucket

WC Eroy bucket Eroy brush

Product options

H-Cube Basic H-Cube Pivot

H-Cube Trail
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